The year is 2025.

Climate change has accelerated significantly and disastrously. A series of typhoons have devastated Southeast Asia. The Amazon Basin in South America has experienced floods and disease outbreaks. The eastern coast of Africa hasn’t seen a drop of rain in over three years.

For Emerging and Latent Markets (ELM) Energy, these climate change disasters pose more than a public relations disaster; ELM Energy faces sabotage and even bankruptcy.

As ELM Energy officials and leaders in developing regions, students must navigate greed, corruption, and sabotage to decide the fate of ELM Energy. Will you accept the decision of ELM Energy, or will you lead a mutiny against the energy giant?

Email Tacarra and tacarra@sfcir.org or visit our website: https://www.sfcir.org/academic-worldquest/

The 2019 Policy Simulation is proudly sponsored by PNM.